Application Modernization Assessment

Our detailed assessment identifies opportunities for increasing agility and reducing IT costs by providing a precise analysis of the time, resources and financial commitments required to complete the application migration.

Benefits of Assessment:
- Help define IT Modernization roadmap
- Retain investment in current IT assets
- Assess cost, risk, and time frame for modernization
- Organization readiness for Application Migration
- Facilitates informed decision-making for stakeholders

Migration Assessment Key Questions
- Can it be done?
- What will it cost?
- What are the risks?
- How is it done?
- How long will it take?
- What not to do?

Planning for an Assessment Project
Adequate planning and budgeting are crucial to the success of a assessment project. Before you begin, you should:
- Take the time to define the project
- Break it up into its component tasks
- Estimate the resources that will be required to complete it
- Ensure adequate budget allocation.

Challenges Encountered in Migration
- Cost considerations
- Coexistence of legacy and new systems
- Business continuity
- Business logic extraction
- User adaptation and Training

Key Contracts with the State of Texas
- DIR ITSAC- Contract ID: DIR-SDD-1114 (Information Technology Staff Augmentation Contract)
- DIR DBITS- Contract ID: DIR-SDD-869 (Delivery Based Information Technology Services)
- DIR- Contract ID: DIR-SDD-1434 (Comprehensive Web Development and Management Services)

Our Deliverables
We can provide you with a comprehensive guide for your Application Modernization project including the following components:
- Stakeholder Analysis Report
- System Inventory Report
- Recommended Target Technologies
- Project Plan including Project Timeline
- Application Migration & Data Migration Plans
- Application Interfaces & Integration Analysis
- Testing and Quality Assurance Plan
- Detailed Project Budget
- Summary of Findings
- Risk Assessment Matrix
- IT Staff Assessment including Skills Matrix
- Management Presentation

Certifications
- Historically Underutilized Business (HUB)
- Minority Business Enterprise (MBE)
- North Central Texas Regional Certification Agency (NCTRCA)
Solutions for State & Local Government

ObjectWin’s Migration Expertise

We address your unique Application migration issues and work with you to move your software architecture and application environments to new technologies with customized modernization strategies.

We begin every customer engagement by developing a deep understanding of your enterprise application environment and help you determine the right transformation options. Once the right pathway is selected, each critical application is migrated with careful planning.

ObjectWin brings a vast range of skills and experience to assess application migration, coupled with our proven methodology and an open, best-of-breed approach. We believe a detailed assessment of application migration results in a successful and hassle-free migration.

ObjectWin’s Professional Services Team

ObjectWin prides itself on providing exceptional technical professional services. We understand that migrating critical business applications and databases can be a complex undertaking.

With our expertise in migrating mission-critical applications, we can help you develop a risk mitigation strategy that addresses your unique configuration and architectural challenges. ObjectWin Professional Services consultants will provide the most up-to-date information on the latest technology architecture and features and make recommendations that are crucial in preparing for your current and future needs.

How to Get Started

1. Contact an ObjectWin Sales Representative
2. Preliminary analysis with initial discovery call with our team to review your requirements
3. Our Proposal for the Assessment Project
4. Detailed Statement of Work

ObjectWin’s Technology Expertise

ObjectWin brings a vast range of skills and experience to assess application migration, coupled with our proven methodology and an open, best-of-breed approach. We believe a detailed assessment of application migration results in a successful and hassle-free migration.

ObjectWin’s Technology Expertise

Architecture Migration

- Legacy to Web Enablement
- Client server to Multi-tier
- Client server to SOA
- Client server to Web Services

Data Base Migration

- Access to SQL Server
- SQL Server to Oracle
- DB2 to SQL Server or Oracle
- File Based system to DB2
- File Based system to SQL Server
- Sybase to SQL Server or Oracle

Code Migration

- PowerBuilder to .Net or J2EE
- ASP to ASP.Net
- Visual Basic to .Net
- FoxPro to .Net
- COBOL to .Net or J2EE

Customer Participation is Important for a Successful Assessment:

- Executive project sponsor with access to customer resources and resolving escalations
- Applications specialists knowledgeable about:
  - Key applications functionality and business value
  - Applications strategies including planned enhancements, retirements and replacements of current applications
  - Access to source libraries to provide sample source code and applications metrics
  - Current applications development environment – tools, middleware, processes and strategy.
  - Capacity growth plans and Service Level Agreements
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